
 
 
 

This pattern is free for clubs and good deed doers.  Scribbles is designed to be playmate friendly for any gender or age c
The pattern includes Scribbles and animal friends a cat, rabbit and dog.   Make a child smile by making them and donatin
them to charities and children’s services. 

 
 Materials:  Bright color scraps of fabrics. Stay away from delicate fabrics & fabrics that fray. Using cotton is best. These are fun 

and silly let yourself go be a kid again mix and match wild colored prints and dare to be wild. Other Supplies: Stuffing, Fabric 
pens - Black, Brown & Red, White acrylic paint, Colored pencil red or rose, Yarn: 12 inches long, Basic Sewing Kit, Stuffing and Tuning 
Tools 
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Body and Head -The Body and Head are both pattern pieces and have seam allowances of 1/4 inch.  Cut the pattern out and pin it 
on the fabric.  Cut out the fabric, remove the paper pattern piece. 
Cut 2 heads  and cut two bodies 
Place right sides of head to the right side of body and sew together as seen in figure 1.  Repeat for the opposite side of the body. 
If you want to trace the face this is the time to do it.  Place the wrong side head fabric over the pattern piece and trace face with a 

pencil. If you wish to draw free hand, set aside and move on to the arms and legs. 
Arm Templates - These are templates they have no seam allowances. Templates are to be traced directly onto wrong side of fabric 
and then sew on the drawn line. Leaving openings where indicated. 
Draw two arms on wrong side of doubled fabric 
Sew on the drawn lines. Cut out arms, clip curves and turn. 
Lightly stuff hands, do not stuff arm. 
Sew across the hand, (see dotted line) to hold the stuffing in place. 
Tie a knot at the elbow, see template marking of the double line, knot at this line 
Pin or baste arms to the shoulder area of  the right side of the body fabric. (see placement X on body pattern) Always make sure t

the thumbs are pointing up. Figure 2. 
Leg Templates 
Draw the legs onto the wrong side of doubled fabric. 
Sew together, cut, clip curves and turn right side out. 
Lightly stuff foot, do not stuff the leg. 
Tie a knot at the knee, see template marking of the double line, knot at this line. 
Pin or baste the legs to the right side of the body fabric. (see placement X on body pattern) Figure 3 
Finishing up 
Match the opposite body/head to the body front.. Pin or baste the two body/head together. Figure 4 
Sew the body/head together, leave opening. Turn right side out. 
Stuff Scribbles or Scribbles Pets, sew opening closed 
Draw the face with fabric pens. Black and red fabric pens and one colored pencil to put blush on the cheeks.   Note there are two 

types of faces: 
 1.  Draw the features on in pencil  
 2.  Fill in the eyes with  a black fabric pen  
 3.  Trace over eyebrows & noses using a brown fabric pen. 
              4.   Fill in the Cat & Dog heart nose with a red or rose fabric pen. 
 5.  Draw the smile with a red fabric pen 
 6.  Put a little rosy color for the cheeks with the colored pencil.  
 7.  The buck teeth for Scribbles and the Rabbit are painted using a toothpick with a white acrylic paint. After the teeth have 
      dried, trace around them with a black fine tip fabric pen. And put a line in the center separating the teeth  
 8.  Add a dab of white paint to put a sparkle in the eyes. 
Let the face dry.  Heat an iron up and press to face to heat set the colors into the fabric. 
If you are making one of  Scribbles animal friends skip step 6 and move on to steps 7-9.  Wrap 12 inches of yarn around three of 

your fingers.  Pinch the bundle in the center and place at the top of Scribbles head. Sew yarn on the top of head..   
Scribbles Friends: The Ears determine the animal.  Chose a ear  cut out 4 and sew together. 
Clip curves and corners, turn right side out. Turn the opening under 1/4 inch and sew shut. 
Pinch ears together, sew on pleat dots.  Sew ears to the head, see pattern for placement (black dot) 
 
 Figure 1    Figure 2   Figure 3    Figure 4 
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